ADDENDUM 1

TIP Number: EB-5903
County: Cabarrus
Union Street South Sidewalk Extension

December 2, 2019

1. Replace “Trenching for Base Course (Milling)” Special Provision in page I-41 with the attached “Trenching for Base Course” Special Provision.

2. Clarification on milling:
   a. Bid item #10 “Milling Asphalt Pavement, 1.5" Depth” is intended to be used where required by the “Curb & Gutter Removal / Replacement Detail” in plan sheet 13.
   b. Bid item #11 “Incidental Milling” is intended to be used in the areas identified as “Pavement to Be Removed as Necessary for Utility Removal” in the Demo Plans, as required by the “Utility Cut Replacement Detail” in plan sheet 17.

3. Clarification on mailbox resetting:
   a. All costs associated with resetting an existing mailbox using the existing post shall be included in bid item #57.
b. All costs associated with resetting an existing mailbox using a new post (when determined by the City of Concord) shall be included in bid item #58.

4. Cross Sections Exhibit is attached.

5. This addendum shall become a part of the drawings and specifications for the above project.

End of Addendum 1
Perform all trenching necessary to place the asphalt concrete base course widening in accordance with the typical sections, at locations shown on the sketch maps, and as directed by the Engineer.

Perform the trenching for the base course on the same day that the base course is to be placed. If the base course cannot be placed on the same day the trench section is excavated, backfill the trench with earth material and compact it to the satisfaction of the Engineer. Once the trench is open, perform backfilling and re-opening of the trench at no cost to the Department.

The Contractor will be restricted to widening one side of the project at a time unless otherwise permitted by the Engineer. In widening, operate equipment and conduct operations in the same direction as the flow of traffic.

Compact the asphalt concrete base course in the widened areas using means and methods acceptable to the Engineer. Density testing will be performed in accordance with Section 10.3.4 of the QMS Manual.

Place the excavated material from trenching operation on the adjacent shoulder area as directed by the Engineer. Cut adequate weep holes in the excavated material to provide for adequate drainage as directed by the Engineer. Remove all excavated material from all drives to provide ingress and egress to abutting properties and from in front of mailboxes and paper boxes. Saw a neat edge and remove all asphalt and/or concrete driveways, and existing asphalt widening, as directed by the Engineer, to the width of the widening and dispose of any excavated concrete or asphalt materials. Properly reconnect driveways.

Upon completion of the paving operation, backfill the trench to the satisfaction of the Engineer. Properly dispose of any excess material remaining after this operation.

No direct payment will be made for trenching, sawing, and removal of driveways, depositing material on shoulder area, backfilling trench, or removal of spoil material, as the cost of this work shall be included in the bid unit price per ton for Asphalt Concrete Base Course, Type ___.
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Know what's below. Call before you dig. It's the law!

Call 1-800-632-4949 before you dig: It's the law!

By law, everyone must call the North Carolina One-Call Center, 1-800-632-4949, at least 48 hours but no more than 10 working days before beginning ANY digging project.

Call Center: One-Call Center, Inc.
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